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Abstract
In this paper. the co.urugrcdicnt equivalence is extended to several matrices and u
reduced form of the cyclically multiplicuble II-tuples of matrices under this equivalence
is defined and constructed. An invariant set of elementary divisors (the spectrum o]
divisor....·) is found. This set describes completely the reduced form of a given cyclically
multiplicable »-tuplc. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
When A) is an 111 x n complex matrix and A2 is an 11 x 111 complex matrix. we
say that the pair (A I, A2) is doubly multiplicuble. Then, we can consider the
matrices
(1)
Flanders [I] found that the matrices (1) are closely related: they have the same
elementary divisors with nonzero root and, if k, ~ k2~ •.• ~ kp (k; ~ k2 ~
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~ ... ;?k:,) (r~·e the Jordan block sizes associated with the eigenvalue zero in
8 1(B2) , then ikj-- k:1 ~ I for all i. Furthermore. he found that these conditions
arc necessary and sufficient in order that two sq uare matrices can be repre-
sentcd as Eq, (I) (Flanders 'Theorem). Johnson and Schreiner [4] presented a
self-contained matrix-theoretic proof of Flanders Theorem. Horn and Merino
[3] defined the contragrcdient equiralencc: two pairs of doubly multiplicable
matrices (A r- A2) and (A;. A;) are contragrcdicntly equivalent if and only if
there exist two nonsingular matrices Rand S such that A; == R: IA1S and
A; == S-I A~R. Rubio and Gelonch [5] proved that, given any pair of doubly
multiplicable matrices. we can find another pair contragrcdicntly equivalent to
the first pair such that the new pair has a reduced form; that is. both matrices in
the new pair are block diagonal except. maybe, some null rows and/or null
columns. There arc only four possibilities for the diagonal blocks. Further. the
matrices A;A; and A;A; are in Jordan form. The same authors constructed a
complete set of invariants under contragredicnt equivalencc. This set is forrned
by the elementary divisors or the polynomial matrices i.l - A]A ~. i.l - A~A I.
iAl -A)A 2A J and ;A:! -A~AIA:!.
Gelonch et al. [2] generalized Flanders Theorem to cyclically multiplicable n-
tuples of matrices. Our goal in this paper is to extend the contragredient
equivalence to cyclically mutiplicablc II-tuples of matrices and to find a ca-
nonical Conn and a complete set of invariants under this relation, using the
results of Ref. [2] (Section 3 summarizes the main definitions and results of that
paper).
2. Notations and first definitions
We denote by Mm,lI the set of in x 11 complex matrices and write M" =M",fl'
The In x J1 null matrix is represented by 01ll,1I~ when there is no possible con-
fusion, the subindices will be omitted. FolJowing the notation of Ref. r3]~ .h(a)
denotes the upper triangular Jordan block of order k corresponding to a given
scalar ':J. E C. We also define the (k - 1) x k matrices H, == [h--l Ok~ I d and
K, = [Ok-I.] h·d. Observe that J-hKj' :=: J!-I(O) and KJJlk = J!(O).
Given A E MIII.II~ the linear transformation of ['I into (III defined by A, as
well as its restriction to any subspace, will be represented by A itself.
The empty set is denoted by 0. The quotient group of integers modulo It (11 ~
~2) is denoted by "l.,,: the null element of this group is represented by 11. For
language abuse, the same symbol will be used to represent an element in 7l.n or its
main representat.ive (between I and n, both inclusively) in Z+, if it is necessary.
Definition I. We say that a k-tuplc (al,a~ ..... ad E (iln )' ' with k~3, is weakly
cyclic-ordered (WeO) if it satisfies one of the following conditions, where the
elements a, are considered in "l-~:
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I. III < Q'2 ~ ••• ~ Ok ~al + 11.
2. if a, ~ £1'2, then Of < 02 + 11 ~ ••. ~ G" + n ~ al + 11. or
3. if there exists I < j < k such that OJ:- OJ II. then at < 02 ~ ..• ~ OJ ~
GIft +11 ~ ... ~ a, +11 ~ (II +11,
Definition 2. We say that a k-tupIe (a,. {/2,' ... ad E (;£,,/. with k ~ 3, is
strongly cyclic-ordered (SeO) if it satisfies one of the following conditions.
where the elements 0,. are considered in 7L; :
I. a I < (l2 < ... < ilk ~ aI + II. or
2. if there exists I ~ j < k such that a i ~ (Ii I I, then at < (/2 < .,. < (/j < aj+ 1+
11 < ... < a, + 11 ~ a[ +11.
Note that, within the above definition, Qj f:. a, f I for all). In fact, ifa, =: a.if. h
then we have 0, < aj < aj + 11 ~ 01 + n, which is not possible.
Lemma 3. With the precious definitions, Ire have:
I. If (ill, 021' •. 10k) is SeD, then it is also WeD.
2. ti.], i) is weo for allj E 1,,; (i.j, i) is seD for all j E 7L'1 - {i}.
3. Ifa, -j. 03! (al,02,03) is WeD if and only (t'(aI 1(l2,1l3 + I) is seD.
4. (01,02,03, •..• ad is weD if' and onlv (((il2 - 1,03.'" ,ok-ad is JVeo.
5. (01,02"" ,(/k) is sea ifand only (1'((/2, ... .ai,a, + I) is seo.
6. For 1'1 i= 1'2, ii.], i2) 1:\' SeDfor all j E 71/1 such that (r, - I.i.r;d is SeD, ifand
only if (i1'''I, 1'2. ;2) is WeD.
For 0, h E 1, I ::;; 0 ~ n and I ~ b ~ 11, we denote by £(0, h) the value
((0. b) = { ~ +~ - a if b < 0,if b e a.
Definition 4. Given a square matrix, the sizes of Jordan blocks associated with
the eigenvalue zero are calle:t nilpotence indices of the matrix. The non-
increasing sequence of them, made infinite by addition of zeros, is called
nilpotence sequence.
Definition 5. An n-tuple of matrices (A I, A2, ... I All) is said to be cyclically
multiplicablc if the products AjA i+1 make sense for all i E 7L1I •
Definition 6. An n-tuple of square matrices (81, B2, ... , BII ) , maybe with
distinct sizes, is said to be associable if there exists a cyclically
multiplicable n-tuple (A I, A2, ... ,A,,) such that Bi = AiAi+J ••• Ai-I for all
; E 7L".
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Two square matrices with respective nilpotcnce seq ucnccs {k;} and {k;}
satisfy Flanders condition if both matrices have the same elementary divisors
with nonzero root and jki - k;1 (: 1 for all i. Then, we say that an n-tuple of
square matrices (B1 \ B'!.1 ... , Bn ) satisfies Flanders condition pairwise if the ma-
trices B, and 8) satisfy Flanders condition for all i, j.
3. Flanders theorem for more than two matrices
If (81.82, ••• • 81/) is associable. then it satisfies Flanders condition pairwise.
That is, Flanders condition pairwise is necessary ~'f) that an II-tuple or square
matrices is associable, Moreover. we have the Iollcv ing result (Theorem 3. J of
Rcf. [2]):
Theorem 7. LeI 1J1• 82 lind BJ he SCjlWI'e 111l111'ices. maybe with distinct sizes. The
.flJ/!~Ht'illg statements are equitalent:
(a) (Bt 1 B~, BJ) is associable.
(b) (81,82• B:.) satisfies Flanders condition pairwise.
Unfortunately. Flanders condition pairwise is not sufficient for n ~ 4. Its
generalization is given by the next definition (Definition 4.1 of Ref. [2]).
Definition 8. An n-tuple of square matrices (B1, 82, ••• , Btl) is said to be F-
related if it satisfies Flanders condition pairwise and there exists an ordering of
the nilpotence indices of the matrices Bi , ki. l , ko., ... 1 ki .fl" for i :::: 1.2, ... ,11 such
that either
(a) ki.) = ki+l.j for all i E £.11' or
(b) there exist j I, I:!. E III such that ki l .} := k., +I.; - 1 == ... == ki;. : - 1 =::
k.. -I- I ,j == ... == kil.j. for all .i == 1.2.... .p with p = min.. 1.2.....n{Pi}'
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of Ref. [2] prove that the F-rclatcd condition is a
necessary and sufficient condition in order that an n-tuple of square matrices is
associable. Moreover, the proof of both theorems is constructive.
Note that the F-re1ated condition becomes Flanders condition pairwise
when 11 == 2 or 11 == 3. So, the F-related condition is a good generalization of
Flanders condition pairwise, in the sense that it extends Flanders theorem to
cyclically multiplicablc n-tuples of matrices.
4. Contragredlent equivalence for n-tuples. The reduced form
The definition of contragredient equivalence, given in Ref. [3]. is easily
generalized for cyclically multiplicable n-tuples of matrices.
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Definition 9. Let (A,.A:;..... A,/) and (A~,A; .... ,A:,) be two cyclically multi-
plicable n-tuples of matrices. \Vc say that they arc contragrcdiently equivalent
if there exist nonsingular matrices T1• 7~ ... 0 • T,} such that A; == "( -I AiL, I ~')r all
j E ZI/' Then. we write (A"A~, .... A,,) '"'v (A~,A;.... ,A:,).
Clearly. we have the next result.
Lemma 10. !I' (AI.A~ ..... AI/) '"" (A'l'A; .... ,A:J, then the matrices IJ,. =
AiA i l l· . . A; 1 and B'. = /l~A:II" .£1; 1 lire sitnilarfor all i E ?In.
Given a cyclically multiplicablc Ii-luple of matrices, (A I. A2•• • • •A,t). with
Aj E A1mli ).IIt (j I ] ) for i E Z/I' the matrices Hi =-::: :1}A i l l ••• .-1,. I are square matrices
of order 111(1'), for all i E ~1J' We can consider each one of thCI11 as a linear
transformation of ell/U) into itself. Let lii .l •ki.2, •• • • ki '/II be the nilpotcncc indices
for each matrix Hi, ordered according to Definition 8. Let P = min {Pi}'
Through the proof or Theorem 4.2 of Ref. [2]. we const ruct a decomposition of
each space e1ll (i ) in direct sum according to the Jordan structure or Bi •
where subspaccs ~~(i) correspond to the elementary divisors with nonnull root
and subspaccs EjO correspond to the elementary divisors with null root, sat-
isfying
] A ( II !i)) - v"-I) r . . - I ')• i _.J • i - j lOl .I - , -, ...• q,
2 A (E(i ) ) [.,(i-I) r . - ] .,
. i -I J i C LJj lor .I - 1-"",p~
.., di Eli l - k· . r . .- J 1 . d d' l:(i ) -]" . - '- I .
-'. 101 Jj - 1..1 lor .I - •_.....P dB 1111 ~j - ,J or .I - Pi, .... PI'
D fi iti 11 Th hai I s bs . . (r/ l I) ,/ (2 ) 1/(11)) r . - I r.,e nl Ion •. Ie C din 0 SU SPdCCS • .i ' j , ... , J i ' tor .I - , ... ,q, IS
said to be a nonsingular chain. Similarly, for .i == 1.1, ... .p. the chain of
subspaces (Ey), £}2) ..... £j'I)) is said to be a nilpotent chain.
The construction made in Ref. [2] allows us to affirm that, if we take the
ordered union of a determined basis of the subspaces ;,~.(i) and Eji} as basis of
each em.(i), the matrix of each linear transformation Ai : em(i! I) -; emU) is a
block diagonal matrix except, maybe, some null rows and/or null columns.
That is, there exist nonsingular matrices T; such that the matrices
A; = r;-I A, 1i-f-l, for i:::: 1,2, ... ,n ~ are block diagonal matrices except, maybe,
some null rows and/or null COIUJllt1S. Moreover, the possible diagonal blocks
are only J/(a), h, H, or KJ. It is dear that the cyclically multiplicable »-tuples
of matrices (A I, A2~ ... ,All) and (A~ I A;, ... ,A:,) are contragrcdiently equivalent.
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D(\finition 12. An n-luple constructed according to the above process IS a
reduced form of a given cyclically multiplicable II-tuple of matrices,
Note that if two cyclically multiplicable n-tuples of matrices admit a same
reduced Iorm, then they arc contragrediently equivalent.Given a cyclically
multiplicable l1-tuplc of matrices and a nilpoten t chain.of it, (8)I), Ej2), ... ,~Y')),
we consider the linear transtormaiions Ai : E~I-j 1) -4 E~tl. From the construction
Illude in Ref. [2], we know that one and only one of these linear transforma-
tions is not left invertible. Moreover. fhe dimensions of the subspaces of each
nilpotent chain satisfy the condition of Definition 8, that is. either they are
equal or they have an increase by one and a decrease by one. We assign a type
to each nilpotent chain, according to these facts.
D finitl 13 L (1",(1) E(~) E~II))b 'I I' dl I. di E(i)e ninon • ct ~/ '~j , ••.•• j c a ru potent c lam an et 1\i,i = 1111 <j
f , I? TI' .or I == ._.... .11. len. its type IS
• T(i) (0)", equivalently, Ti], i)) if kl. i :::: k2.i == ' .. == k/l.j and the linear transfer-
marion Ai : EY-' I) ~ Ey) is not left invertible;
• TUI ,h) ~r kil,j == k;11 J.; - I .=: ••• == ki~.j - I == ki~f I.j == ... == ki l ..; ·
Definition 14. The order of a nonsingular or nilpotent chain is the greatest
dimension of the subspaces which form the chain.
If (1'l(I). V/~)., ... Vj(lIl) is. a nonsingular chain of order k, we can choose a
basis of each subspace I~(I) so that the matrix of the linear transformation
AI : Vj(2J -4 I~-(I) is .I1'('1) and the remaining linear transformations have h as
matrix. Similarly, given a nilpotent chain of type T(i) and order k, we can find
a basis of each one of its subspaces so that the matrix of the linear transfor-
mation Ai isJ;' (0) and the matrix of Ai is "', for all .i E 71.".j :; i.
That is,
A . == {.Il(0) if.i == i,
J - h if .i =I i, and (2)
If the type of the nilpotent chain is Tii«, i2) with h f: i2, we can obtain a basis of
its subspaces such that
Aj =
HI; if j == iJ,
Tk; ifj == ti .
t, if U: .], i2) is sco,
n, if(h,j,idisSCO,
(3)
(4)
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Definition 15. Given a nilpotent chain or order k, the number of the linear
transformations Ai, with matrix h over the chain is said to be the length of the
nilpotent chain.
It is easy to see that the length of a nilpotent chain is the value fUI + 1. h)
when the type of the nilpotent chain is T(i-, i~).
5. Spectrum of divisors of a cyclically multiplicablc II-tuple of matrices
Given a cyclically multiplicablc n-tuplc or matrices. (A /.A2• . • • • A,,). we can
construct the matrices
A(rl.1'2) == IT Ai
{/'I - l.i,,.~ I is sen
(5)
for all 1'1.1'2 E 2". Ir .r> == 1'1. there is notj' such that (I'I - l , j. 1'2) is SeQ. Then,
A(1'1, I'd is equal to the idcn tity matrix.
Definition 16. Let (A"A2, ... ,Atl ) be a cyclically multiplicablc Il-tuple of
matrices. The characteristic matrices of the given n-tupJc arc the polynomial
matrices defined by ~".,Ji.) =: ()'I- Br 1 )A(r l . rJ , for all 1'1,1'2 E "ll/'
Definition 17. The number of matrices which form the product A(rl ,1'2) is said
to be the length of the characteristic ma trix Prl .r~ (;.).
The length of the characteristic matrix P'·1.f·2(i.) coincides with the value
f(n, "2)'
Let S(Pr l , "2) be the set of the elementary divisors or the characteristic matrix
P,·].r: ().), ordered according to the following criterium, over its root: (a) greatest
modulus, (b) greatest real part, (c) greatest imaginary part and (d) greatest
degree of the elementary divisor.
Definition 18. Let (A), A2, ••• ,All) be a cyclically multiplicahle Il-tuple of
matrices. The set
A(A),A2,'" ,All ) == {S(/\.I'2) such that 1', ,1"2 E illl },
where the sets S(~'I.r2) are non-decreasingly ordered according to the length of
the corresponding characteristic matrix and, if the length is equal, according to
1'1, is said to be the spectrum of divisors of the given cycl ically multiplicable 11-
tuple of matrices.
Proposition 19. If (A I, A~, ... ,An) rv (A~ , A~ , ... ~ A~r)' then both Il-IUp!'!S have rite
sante spectrum of divisors.
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Proof. We know that there exist nonsingular matrices Tv. 1'2 •. . . • 7;, such that
A: == T; 'n,r; I for all i E 'lll' Let ~".r~(i.) be the characteristic matrices of the
first l1-t uple and let P,~I"'~ (I.) be those or the second l1-tuple. The equality
p"I.I'.:(i.) ~.=. ~·-ll/~·I.,.~(i·)T,·~ ensures that the matrices P':I.,JI.) and 1~'I'''~()') arc
equivalent for all 1'1.1'2 E In and. then, they have the same elementary
divisors. 0
Proposition (9 allows us to consider any cyclically multiplicablc »-tuplc of
matrices in reduced form, without loss of generality, when we work with its
spectrum of divisors.
Proposition 20. Gil'(,11 tl cyclicullv multiplicuble n-tuplc of matrices. all ol its
churactcristic nuttriccs han: 1//(1 same elementary divisors wtth uonnull fool.
Proof, Let (AI.A~ ..... .11/) be a cyclically multiplicablc Il a tuple of matrices.
Consider the n-tuplc in reduced form. Since the matrices OJ == A;A,. i I ... A;_I
satisfy Flanders condition pairwise. for all i E 7l ll o we know that they have the
same elementary divisors with nonnuJl root. Let (). - Il)k be one of these
elementary divisor with nonnull root. Then, the matrix AI has the diagonal
block .1/(1.) and the matrices AI' for.i == 2.3..... 11. have the diagonal block h.
Moreover, the matrices B, have the diagonal block J}"('J.). Therefore. the
characteristic matrices. ~·I'I'~(;.)' have the diagonal block (i.h -J/('Y.)]J2'(a). if
(I', - I. 1. ,.~) is SeD, or i.h -.1/ ('1.). otherwise. Since .1/(IJ.) is nonsingular, the
clcmcnta ry divisor which corresponds to both blocks is (i. - 'Y.)k. 0
The rest of this paper is devoted to prove that two cyclically multiplicable 11-
tuples of matrices arc contragrcdicntly equivalent if and only if their spectra of
divisors arc equal. In what follows, the cyclically multiplicable II-tuples of
matrices arc considered in reduced form. Then, each nilpotent chain provides a
diagonal block to each one of the characteristic Inatrices, P,'I'''~ (i.). Over a nil-
potent chain of order k, and using (2)-(4), we know that the matrix i.l - 8/'1 is
equal to iJ - J/(O) or iJ - .J~r I (0) and the matrix A(rl ~ 1'2)' given by Eq. (5), is
equal to h. K~r.l/k.J/(O) ..Jt_ dO) or h·-t. Hence, we have the following result.
Proposition 21. A nilpotent chain oj' order k proiidcs to each churacteristic
matrix one of the .Ic}/Imring diagonal blocks:
Notice that each one of those diagonal blocks has, as elementary divisor, i"k
(case (a)). i.k--I (cases (b). (c), (0) and (I)) or i.k - 2 (case (e)).
Given two clements of ,f/l • 1'1. t>. we define the sets
It is easy to sec the next lemma.
We also define: the set
Proposition 23. For all il. i: E "lll ' {/ niipotent chain o] 'YI'e {(il. i:J and order k
provides to the cluuucteristi: matrix I~ 'I " :: (i.) the ele/}/('l1ll1ry dirisor
• i.k (( antl 011/Y (I' (il . h) E L\I (fl. ,.~).
• ;.k -:' (I and ()11~1' (I' (iJ. i2) E ~.2(rl' ,.~) ~
• ;,k --I ifatu! ow), ~l (il. ;2) E ~J(rl' 1'2)'
Proef, According to Eqs, (2) and (3), the elementary divisor or the matrix
~', .r~(i.) is I.k if and only if IJr , :::;: J/(O) and A j == II, for allj such that (I'I - I,
j, t:.) is SeQ. We know that B,., = J] (0) for all fl. if i I ::::: ;.2. Lind for all 1', such
that (iJ, 1'1, i~ + I) is seo. if i, I- i2; these two conditions can be summarized as
(il . r" ;2) being weD (recall parts 1 and 3 of Lemma 3). Moreover. Ai = h if
and only if (il .i .i2) is seo. Thus. the elementary divisor of ~'I.I.~ is ;.k if and
only if (ill"l, i:!) is weo and, when 1'1 f:. ,.~,(il .i. i~) is sea for allj such that
(r/ - I .l -r2) is seQ. Part 6 of Lemma 3 shows that this last condition is
equivalent to (iI, 1'" ri- i:J being weo. Using twice part 4 or Lemma 3. (J'~ - I,
I, i.r, - I) is weD, that is, (il. i:!) E ,1, (1',. r:J.
The elementary divisor ;.k '- 2 appears only when the corresponding diagonal
block is ;..Ji~I(O) - [.J~r..I(O)]2 (case (e) of Proposition 21). This block is obtained
if and only if 8 r l =.1/' .1(0) and A(rl,J'2) :::::.1/. 1(0). So that these conditions
hold, we need that;l:f i2 , J'2 f: 1'1 and r~::J 1'1 -I- I. ~\/c know that Br l =.1/"'.1(0)
if and only if (i2. 1'1 , if + I) is SeQ; using part 5 of LC1l1n1i1 3, this condition is
equivalent to require that (1'1 - 1, i., i2 ) is SeQ. Without 'oss of generality, we
can suppose f'1 == 1. Then, A(rl.r2) = AI.A"!. ... Ar~ -I and, according to Eq. (3),
this matrix is equal to J}~ 1(0) if and only if I«t, ~;2~r2 - 1, that is, if and only
if 0 < i, <: i2 < 1'2. These inequalities arc equivalent to (I'I - 1. i l \ li- r~) being
seo, that is, (il,i~) E L\2(rl~r2)' 0
For all i1, l: E 7L /1, we denote by MkUI, i2) the number of elementary divisors
;.k of the matrix ~I .i~ (;.) and by NkUI, i~) the number or nilpotent chains or
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order k and type Tti«. i~). It is clear that if we know the values Ndi J • i":) for all
i l • i2 and k; we can construct a reduced form of the given II-tuple
(111.11 2••••• A,,).
According to Proposition 23. we have the next relation:
(6)
Our aim is to prove tha: the knowledge or the values Ivh(rr. 1'2) for all k, I'J and
1'2 al'ows LIS to compute the values N" (il' ;2) I'DI' all k, i l . and r..\Ve need the next
result.
Lemma 24. Given a cvclically multipllcuble n-tuple ofniatrices. let C he one ofits
nilpotent chains. (~l order k awl type Tii». i2) , and let ~·I,T ·.' (i.) he one (~l its
churacteristic matrices. .tlso, let LI he tile length (~rC and let L1 he the lenoth 0/
r; .I'~ (i.). Then
(a) !( LI < L~, the clementory divisor (~/ P,'I 'I'~ (i.) prodded hy C is not i.l..-.
(b) lf LI :::: 1..21 C protide» i.k as elctnentary divisor (~( P,'l'''~ (i.) (( and (111)' if
the fype (~I' C is Tir, - I. 1'2)'
Proof. (a) According to Proposition 23~ the elementary divisor is i.k ifand only
if (i,. 1'1. ri . i~) is weo. \Ve can suppose, without loss of generality, i l = 11; that
iS 1 we consider that (nlrl.r~.i'!.) is weo. Then, 11 < 1'1 +11~r~ +1l~i2 +/l~211,
which implies that
(7)
and LI =: qn . ~. l.i~) == Jl + i: - (11 + 1):::: i~ .- I ?-r2 - 1', = ((r2~rd == L2.
Thus, if the elementary divisor provided by the nilpoint ciain to the char-
acteristic matrix is ).k, then L, ~ L2• Hence. 1.. 1 < L2 implies tl~at the elementary
divisor i .~IVISOf IS not I.'.
(b) In order that i.1.. be the elementary divisor when L, = L2~ the equalities
I == 1') and J'2 ~ i2 in Eq. (7) are necessary. That is. i) = 1'1 - I and l: = ri- 0
Now, note that ifk; is the greatest exponent of the elementary divisors with
null root in the spectrum of divisors, then relation (6) becomes
MI. /r., ,.,) ==A.m " _
(il .i~ )t::: AI ("l '''~)
Ni; (i I ' i~ ). (8)
Moreover, since ~) (,. + I. 1') == {(r, r)}1 'de have
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N~m (t. r) = Ahm(r + l ,r)
for all r. That is. we easily know the number or nilpotent chains or greatest
order (kill) and greatest length (11 - 1). Using Eq, (8) and LCIlll11a 24. we can
obtain
MJ (il + I.i,) =:. ». (il.i,) +R.~n, _ h," . - (9)
where R represents the rest of the values N~/IJ (i.j) in Eq. (8) all of them cor-
responding to nilpotent chains /,1' length greater than t(i I +- I. i2) (the length of
the nilpotent chains of type T(il i.~)). Since these values arc known for the
greatest length. we can corup -tc, fr0111 Eq. (Y) with i] = i2 -;~ I. the values
Ni; (i2 + L;2) (they correspond to the nilpotent chair.s cf greatest order and
length J1 - 2). r nd so on.
Then. relat.,»: (6), with k :::: k; ..- 1. can be written as
L Nkl/l_· 1(il ~ i2 ) = u; 1(1'1,1'.1 ,
lil·i~ )(~l (1'1·1':.)
and allows to find the values ')"Ii'- di), li), starting again with the values cor-
responding 'to thc greatest lenjth • .~hm.-)(r,r). because the values N;"I/J(il.i~) arc
already known for all i) and lz-
This process can be continued to compute all the values NkUI, i~). With
them, we can construct the reduced forms of the given cyclically rnultiplicable
n-tuple of matrices.
Moreover. we have proved the next results (the main results of this paper).
Theorem 25. The reducedform ofa cyclicallv multiplicable n-tuple ofmatrices is
uniquely determined lip to fire order (~r the chains.
Theorem 26. Two cyclically multiplicable n-tuples o] mattices are con-
tragrediently equivalent (( and (111)' iftheir spectru .~r divisors are equal.
Finally, we present an example of the construction of the reduced form for a
cyclically multiplicable l1-tuplc of matrices.
Example 27. Consider the matrices
-6 -2 1 4 -2 -5 -3.....
-3 0 1 3 0 --2 -,.....
-
Al ==
0 I I I 2 0 -1
-4 0 2 3 0 -3 -3 .
3 2 0 -, ] 2 I"-
') I 0 -I 0 I 1
-
.I, (ic!of/cll I Lincur A19rhrll IIlId its "l'p/im/iolls !9/ ( 11)ljll) 3i 41)
-3 -, ., ? _.')... ...
- -
3 3 -3 0 I ")...
-1 _ 1- 4
-" I -1...
A... ::::: 0 1 -1 .., -I 3...
I J -1 -I I -I
-I -I ') 0 0 0
-
3 .3 -3 -, .., -I... ...
-·1 -I ')...
0 0 I 0 -1 0 t 0
0 0 t -I I _7 0 ()A.i ::::. A... :::: ...
-, 0 I ., -- I 0 _" ') 0 1... ...
-- J 0 -I 0 1 o -I I ()
1 0 -I -I
The II-tuple (A I. A2. A., ..·t .. ) is cyclically multiplicablc, We compute the matrices
B1 = A IA y ly 1... lh = A~A3A ..AI. Ih =: Ayl..A I A2, B4 ::::: A..AIA 2A."
In Table 1. we have the list or the characteristic matrices, with its elementary
divisors and the values or M, (1'1. "2) for k == 1.2 (the greatest exponent of the
elementary divisors with null root is 2),
Using the equalities (6). beginning with k == 1 and i, == ;2 + L we can com-
pute the values Nd;l.i~): the only nonzero values arc N2(2.2) == I.N2(4.3) ::= 2
and N1(1.1) == I. Then. there are four nilpotent chains: one of order 2 and type
T(2. 1). two or order 2 and type T(4. 3) and en': of order I and type T( I. 2), The
Tabl\: I
Characteristic matrix
PI.l (i.I '''~ i./ IJ I
P~,~( i.) ::: i.I IJ~
/\1(i.) -c: i./ B,
r. ,l(i.}:: i./ IJ~
PI.~(i.) t>: i.A I IJ]'" I
P~J(i.):., i.A~ . 1J~.·l~
/) , " Iu ( I.) .:: I,.. .1 1.10'I,
P.u(i.) :~ i...r~ IJ.~A~
l\di.)==i.A]"'~ I1IAI.I~
P~A(i.) :.-:: i.A~,.J1 1J~(1~:J.1
1'1.1 U) z: i.A.l,·f~ B1Avl~
1'4.:(i.) c=. i./tl " I B~A.Jlf I
1\"(i. ~ =-= i.AI A:A1 BI AI A:Al
P~.I (i.):::: i.A:Al A.t /l:A:A,A~
1'1.:(i.),,~ i.A.,:I~AI IJvfl/t~AI
I'''.di.) :::: i,A.. '" I A: IJ~A"A I.·I~
Elcm, div.
I ., • ., • , I
,1.-.1.-.1,-,
," ., ., 'I
1/.-. I.". I,". I"
I ., , , , , I)/,-.1,-,1.-,
I ., . , I
,I.", I., I.,
~ ." • "I .......
,1.-, I,". /"1
I ., • , '.
,1.-.1.-. I.,
I . , . • I
,1,-, I.• I.,
I " . . I
,/,-, I .• I.,
,., ., "
,/.-. /.-. I.,
I' , "
\ I.• I.• 1./
, ., , . I
\1.-. I .• I.,
1
·., . "(
1,-,1.• 1.,
r : • .,
\1., I .• 1'1
" . "il,. I, /.,
I ., • 'I
,I.", I,. I.
I' • • t
,I.• I .• I. (
~
~
~
I
3
.,
1
()
I
I
o
o
I
o
(I
I
o
.,
-
o
1
1
.,
I
~
2
.,
-
3
3
2
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blocks corresponding to these nilpotent chains. for each one of the rna trices
A"A2,AJ and A4• are {h.Ji"(O),h.h}. {h,h,K~·.f12}.{h;h.KT,H2} and {H"K;r. 0, 0}. respectively. The "matrix" HI adds a null column, without adding
rows, and K;" ..dds a null row, without adding columns, Hence, there exist
nonsingular matrices, T" T.~, Tl and T4 such that (in Ref. [2J, we can find a
process to construct these nonsingular matrices)
I 0
o I
o 0
I 0
I 0
o I
1 ()
o J ()
1
I 0
A; = Ti-)A 2T1= 0 I
1 0
o I
o
I
o
o
I
o
I
o
I
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